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Аннотация В статье рассматриваются вопросы, связанные с преподаванием архитектурных 
САПР на базе BIM-технологий в университетах с профилем строительства. 
Исследования были проведены среди наиболее распространенных в России САПР 
на основе BIM-технологий (Autodesk Architecture, Nemetschek Allplan, Graphisoft 
ArchiCAD и Autodesk Revit) с точки зрения удобства в освоении студентами. 
Авторы рассматривают базовые инструменты каждой программы и делают 
выводы об их функциональности и удобстве. В результате авторы назвали 
Graphisoft ArchiCAD самой полезной программой для изучения. Также авторы 
обсуждают важность изучения программ на базе BIM-технологий в 
университетах. 
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1. Introduction 

Computer-aided design of buildings and structures – one of the most rapidly developing sectors of construction. 
The leaders of this area are programs based on BIM (building informational model). 

In the Russian market there are quite a wide range of software packages that use BIM. The most famous among 
them are Autodesk Revit, Graphisoft ArchiCAD and Nemetschek Allplan. ArchiCAD and Allplan are the products of 
concern Nemetschek (Graphisoft is a wholly owned subsidiary). These programs came to Russia from Europe, where 
they are widespread. Revit is an American product. 

Modern CAD programs based on BIM technology have significant functional differences and different positioning 
themselves in the market in spite of a similar basic idea. The debate among designers about best CAD continues for 
several years. 

Business does not like to waste of resources and committed to the optimization. Specialist with skills in unclaimed 
software packages or without any of it faces the risk of serious problems when attempting to employment. This applies 
particularly to young professionals, which has just graduated university. 

The worst option for yesterday’s students is be unready for the realities of today market. If the university student 
does not get the skills for dealing with modern computer-aided design tools, his career in the construction industry will 
be full of difficulties. Slightly better the case with young engineers which have received the knowledge of old programs, 
such us Autodesk AutoCAD. The skills of work with 2D are not very helpful while using BIM-technology. Of course, 
AutoCAD has 3D tools but they are very primitive. 

There is no doubt that CAD in the technical universities should be taught at the proper level. It is necessary to 
study new programs, including BIM-technology based. 

This theme is relevant among scientists. Many of scientific papers have written with its use. 
For example, Poluektov V.V. in his publications [2-5] discusses similar topics. He gives reasons for teaching BIM-

technologies to students. Students have [4]: 
– desire to get new useful knowledge; 
– the ability to receive and process a large amount of information; 
– flexible mind, capable of working in multitasking mode; 
– trustful perception of a competent teacher. 
In another of his publication, Poluektov V.V. writes that BIM-technologies not only do not replace the person, but 

also require the designer more professionalism [5]. 
Another author (Solin S.V.) writes [8]: “the schools should be given special attention to the training of students to 

use the software, in which BIM-technology is implemented, to prepare marketable professionals”. 

2. Methods 

Consider a situation: university has decided to start teaching their students with the construction or architectural 
profile to work with modern architectural CAD. Some questions immediately arise: which programs are needs to be use 
and with which of them shall we introduce students in the first place. As a first step will be the AutoCAD – the most 
common in the world software for 2D drafting. The second, intermediate – AutoCAD Architecture, this is program 
improved for the needs of architects and often used by design organizations in one package with Revit. And the next 
step will be learning the programs based on BIM-technologies. 

Required: to carry out the selection of specific programs. Business will make a choice in favor of the most 
commercially viable software package. However, in terms of education, we must select the program that will be easier 
to learn by the students and teachers, because the education process based on the principle: from easy to difficult. With 
high probability, the different selection criteria will lead to the fact that the construction companies will use one software 
package, while the universities will train future engineers to work in another. The gap between the educational institution 
and the realities of production should be reduced. Adding to the criterion “simplicity” the “universality” and “prevalence” 
must help. So, the program should also have similarities with other CAD and must be used by employers.  

So, now it is possible to formulate the goal of the article. 
The goal – to determine the easiest and the most universal program of the three presented, and at the same time 

novice specialist can get work with skill of using this program. 
To achieve this goal, let us say to the students of university task: to create a model of a single-storey house. Let 

us consider the basic tools they need to use in each program, their functionality and convenience. 

3. Results 
3.1. Autodesk Architecture 

The easiest to learn program for 3D design is Autodesk Architecture. Its simplicity lies in the fact that it is based 
on Autodesk AutoCAD, which is known to most students of construction profile. 
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The interface of the program can be seen in picture 1. 

 
Pic. 1 The interface of Autodesk Architecture 

The axes in this program are created using the "column grid" tool. The axes are set in a window with a convenient 
visualization on the right side (pic. 2). 

 
Pic. 2 The axes in Autodesk Architecture 
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The walls are drawn as lines in AutoCAD. Their properties are changing using templates (pic. 3). 

 
Pic. 3 The “Wall” tool in Autodesk Architecture 

In the same way, with the help of templates can be configure windows, doors and other elements (pic. 4). 

 
Pic. 4 The “Window” tool in Autodesk Architecture 

A big disadvantage of the program is the need to collect parts of the model together. The model is first drawn as 
separate floors (pic.5), and then assembled into a single object (pic.6). 
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Pic. 5 Separate floors in Autodesk Architecture 

 
Pic. 6 Assembled model in Autodesk Architecture 
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In general, the program seems more primitive than its counterparts. As a rule, employers do not require its 
knowledge among applicants. 

3.2. Nemetschek Allplan 2014 

The second program for analysis is Allplan 2014. In picture 7 we can see standard interface of this software 
package. 

 
Pic. 7 The interface of Allplan 

Let’s begin to create the model. At first, you can use the tool “focal axis”. When you run it, a window of settings 
appears. Here, setting the properties is “blind” because the result can be seen only after pressing the “OK” button. Many 
inexperienced users are forced several times to correct their mistakes at this stage (pic.8). 

 
Pic. 8 The axes in Allplan 
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After creating the axes, you can set the height of the model’s layers, this is done in the "architecture" instrument 
of “standard planes" (pic.9). 

 
Pic. 9 The planes in Allplan 

Layers system is used in Allplan. This is especially useful for people familiar with AutoCAD, because there it is 
also used. The heights are set for each new layer "by hands". At the same time, the layers have its drawbacks, especially 
for inattentive users who forget to switch the active layer (pic.10). 

 
Pic. 10 The layers in Allplan 

After all the preparatory work we can finally proceed directly to modeling. Let’s use the “wall” tool. It has a fairly 
large selection of custom properties, notably the presence of the animation window, where you can watch your changes. 
After settings, the wall can be easily applied with the mouse as a single element (pic. 11). 
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Pic. 11 The “Wall” tool in Allplan 

After the erection of the walls it’s logical to go to the overlaps. The "overlap" tool is similar to the previous one. 
First, you can set properties for future construction, and then create it. 

Simulate a door or window in Allplan - is not an easy task. The fact that the first, need to simulate the opening 
and then fill it with the macros of window or door. It is may cause certain difficulties for student (pic. 12). 

 
Pic. 12 The “Window” tool in Allplan 
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And finally we have reached the roof. This object for that software package is problem. First, you should use the 
tool "roof module" to set the future path of the roof. And secondly, put the roof on this module by using of another tool. 
The roof module is invisible. Incisions in Allplan are separate images that are not associated with the model. All this 
leads to a long series of trials and errors in attempting to achieve the desired shape of roof (pic. 13). 

 
Pic. 13 The “Roof” tool in Allplan 

In this program is also impossible to work with the 3D model "directly" - is displayed in the preview window without 
the possibility of corrections directly on it with the mouse. 

Sample project in the Allplan program is shown in picture 14. 

 
Pic. 14 The sample project in the Allplan 
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Speaking about the prevalence of the program among employers, it is low. Some sites for job search even correct 
the word "allplan" to "all plan". 

3.3. Graphisoft ArchiCAD 19 

The next program in the list is Graphisoft ArchiCAD 19 (pic. 15). 

 
Pic. 15 The interface of ArchiCAD 

In contrast to the Allplan software package, in this program the altitude range is not specified for each layer, but 
for each floor. Layers attached to one of them, it is reduces the complexity of model setting (pic. 16). 

 
Pic. 16 The layers in ArchiCAD 
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After a preset, you can create the focal axes. In the "design" menu must be selected the tool "grid of axis". In the 
window of settings you can see the differences with the previous program. Firstly, there is no window of animation. 
Secondly, you can select a layer where the object will be created, which is typical for all tools in ArchiCAD (pic. 17). 

 
Pic. 17 The axes in ArchiCAD 

After drawing the axes you can move the tool "wall". The program allows you to work with customized templates, 
while Allplan “forgets" previously created objects. You can imagine a situation where the teacher during the daily lessons 
helps the student to set up the necessary templates and student in no lessons hours engaged in the project, using the 
previously defined settings (pic. 18). 
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Pic. 18 The “Wall” tool in ArchiCAD 

Windows and doors are installed in ArchiCAD less time-consuming - opening soon filled with the selected window 
frame or door. The tool has a much finer tuning as compared with analogues. An empty doorway is a separate option 
(pic. 19). 

 
Pic. 19 The “Door” tool in ArchiCAD 
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The roof takes in this program less effort because in ArchiCAD incisions are interconnected with the model. So it 
is easy to correct errors by mouse on the incisions (pic. 20). 

 
Pic. 20 The «Roof» tool in ArchiCAD 

In picture 21, you can see an example of a project created in ArchiCAD. 

 
Pic. 21 The example of a project created in ArchiCAD 

The large number of employers requires knowledge of the program ArchiCAD, which indicates of its serious 
prevalence. 
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3.4. Autodesk Revit 2017 

This program is completely absent layers, on the one hand extremely facilitates the user's work, but on the other 
hand, there can be problems associated with overlapping objects in a massive model. Filtering visible elements for 
optimum type of view can be a serious challenge. At the same time, the system of layers is familiar to the novice user 
through of AutoCAD, which speaks in favor of programs based on them (pic. 22). 

 
Pic. 22 The interface of Revit 

The building levels are set and adjusted via the front views "by hands". You can see the changes in the model in 
real time (pic. 23). 

 
Pic. 23 Levels in Revit 
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With the "axis" tool, you can create a focal axis. Unlike previous programs, here axis configured in the properties 
window, located to the right of the work window. Axes are drawn like ordinary lines. It is clear and simple. The downside 
of this approach can be called by the fact that the axes are individual objects, rather than whole module like in earlier 
analogs. An inexperienced user accidentally can shift the line (Pic. 24). 

 
Pic. 24 The axes in Revit 

The instrument "wall" gives even more attention to templates than ArchiCAD. Essentially it comes down to 
choosing a template, the choosing the way to enter the wall and its height. It sounds simple, but in fact there is just a 
string of properties without graphic explanation. There are only illustrations explaining the internal structure of the walls. 
For the experienced user with advanced 3D thinking is not a problem, however, a beginner can get lost here (Pic. 25). 

 
Рис. 25 The tool «Wall» in Revit 
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In other Revit’s instruments traced the same principle: relying on templates and adjustment through the 3D view. 

Regarding the doors and windows, you can mark them primitive compared to peers (Pic. 26). 

 
Pic. 26 The tool «Door» in Revit 

Simulation of the roof should not create any problems. 

You can see an example of a project created in Revit program in picture 27. 

 
Pic. 27 The example of project created in Revit 
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The prevalence of this program among employers is perhaps even higher than of ArchiCAD. 

4. Discussion 

Four software CAD package were considered. Advantages and disadvantages have been identified in terms of 
the educational process by constructing simple models. 

A similar method of research can be seen in the paper written by Ioskevich A.V. and Savchenko A.V. Authors 
modeled model of communication tower in two different programs and made conclusions on the quality of calculation 
and the convenience of the interface [1]. 

Autodesk Architecture can be considered as an optional first step in mastering 3D design programs. 
Programs Allplan and Revit are the two extremes of approach to modeling of buildings and structures. Allplan 

relies on digital input values while Revit provides the ability to work "by hands" directly in the model. ArchiCAD occupies 
an intermediate position. It combines the qualities of both programs, which means that it can be recommended to the 
beginner, because in the future he will be able to master the other software packages, based on acquired knowledge. 

It is also worth noting that this result can be regarded as expected, because the comparison was made in terms 
of architecture, and ArchiCAD is positioning itself as a CAD for an architect. While Allplan largely specializes in building 
construction and easy interact with a variety of software packages for the analysis of structures. Revit is a versatile tool 
for the architecture, building structures and utilities such flexibility reduces its effectiveness in a particular area. However, 
currently, it is most close to the ideal CAD based on BIM-technology. 

All three programs can be provided to students free of charge. If we talk about their value, ArchiCAD is the most 
expensive. 

Employers in Russia more often require knowledge of Autodesk Revit, less often Graphisoft ArchiCAD. 
Nemetschek Allplan is required for employment extremely rare. 

5. Conclusion 

In our research results turned out that ArchiCAD is the most simple and versatile program from the three 
presented. It has good prevalence among the employers. We recommend it to the study by students of the universities 
with the construction profile. Of course, we cannot force each university to study ArchiCAD at first. Currently, the study 
of CAD based on BIM-technology in Russian universities is spontaneous. Some of them are not given knowledge of this 
area at all. 

We believe that for the good of our country study of CAD based on BIM-technology should be scientifically 
structured for the universities with construction profile. For this purpose study of CAD in terms of pedagogic should be 
continues. 
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Abstract The article discusses issues related to the teaching of architectural CAD systems based 
on BIM-technology in universities with the construction profile. Research was conducted 
among the most common in the Russia CAD based on BIM-technology (Autodesk 
Architecture, Nemetschek Allplan, Graphisoft ArchiCAD and Autodesk Revit) in terms of 
ease to development by students. Authors consider basic tools of each program and make 
conclusions about their functionality and convenience. As a result, authors called 
Graphisoft ArchiCAD the most useful program to study. Also, authors discuss the 
importance of studying programs based on BIM-technologies in universities. 
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